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to seek help from those who could assist them. It's too risky to go
on, and so they are at risk of committing suicide.

Apathy or "I'll let other people do it" places society at risk. If too
many of our young people accept this attitude, they come to regard
school as a great place to socialize until they are 16, or become preg-
nant, or get kicked cut. And then it's welfare or prison time. Society
pays.

If there is any hope of preventing some or all of the above risks,
it rests with the schools. Families of at-risk kids are often 80 dys-
functional that they need more assistance than their children do. Oth-
er institutions do not have access to these youngsters until the situation
becomes a crisis or laws are violated. The schools bave them every
day.

This fastback describes the programs at cne junior higA school
designed to help at-risk and marginal students. It begins by identify-
ing the factors asscciated with being at risk and makes a case for all
students being at risk at some point in their lives as circumstances
change.

The four programs featured here are:

1. The OK Club. This program is designed to build self-esteam
and provide after-school tutorial support. A strong parental
component is required.

2. The Quest for Success Skills Program. This program prepares
at-risk sixth-graders for junior high school. The program is con-
ducted during the summer. It has become a model for the St.
Louis County area.

3. The I-CANN Program (Individualized Course Alternative, Now
or Never). This program provides counseling, development of
self-esteem, and a hands-on curriculum. It also has a strong
parental component.

4. The Student Assistance Council. This program involves a staff
team that assesses the needs of at-risk students and recommends
flail= to address those needs.

8 8



'Mae programs are not offered as a panacea for solving all the prob-
lems of at-risk adolescents; but if they suggest approachrs that can
be adopted or adapted ill other schools, then the author's purpose will

have been fulfilled.

o
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Who Are At-Risk Students?

At-risk or marginal students have always been with us. They are
the right-hand side of the bell-shaped curve. They arc the ones respon-
sible for a school having an assistant principal for discipline. They
are that fluctuating layer that lies between those students who are la-
beled "average and those who receive special resources sot availa-
ble to the average student. They certainly are not the students we have
in mind as we make our lesson plans. If they have always been in
the schools, why are we so concerned now? The answer is that their
numbers are increasing rapidly. And currently, there are no sure reme-

dies for stemming the tide.
Others have come up with their own definitions of at-risk students.

The Focus Program of St. Paul, Minnesota, (Focus Dissemination
Project Bulletin 1988) defines them as disaffitcted students having the

following characteristics:

Inability to function within the traditional classroom setting.
Academic skill development below ability. .
General underachievement (below average for ability).
Failure to establish goals regarding occupational future.
Pattern of behavior problems.
Absent... ism and tardiness.
Lack of motivation, direction, and drive.
Poor self image.
Stressful family situation having a detrimental effect.

10 10



Hoed lky toward adults and autbosity figures. 
Manned as a potential dropout. 

Difficulty with community agencies and the law. 

General heck of involvement in any school activity. 
SC61311/ economic problems that threaten anopktion of school. 

An &imolai Week survey (korai& 1988) of all SO Min foetid 
25 dat had devekped formal Maims of st-riskstudese. Califon& 
defiles students as °high risk" who exhibit the followtv chemise 
tics: absenteeism, tmancy, frequas Wiens, poor grades, lbw math 
and reading scores, failure in ooe or more grades, limited extracur- 
ricular participation, lack of identification with school, failure to me 
the mlevanoe of education to life experience, boredom with school: 
disruptive behavior and mbellious attitudes toward authority, verbal 
and language deficincies, nal inability to der* otructuted activkiec 

Coonecticut declares its at-risk population to be *young people 
through age 21 who may not earn a high-school diploma and graduate 
with adegrate academic and social competencies aid attributes which 

prepare them to pursue additional educational experiences; become 

successfidly employed; and/or make a succesefid transition to aduk- 
Lood and become productive memben of society." In Iowa the se- 

ri& are those 'Whose aspirations and achievements may be negatively 
affected by stereotypes linked to race, natimal origin, language beck- 

ground, gender, beanie, family status, paragal status, and dialkd4.1' 
Texas primarily uses failing grades and retenti 3n for identiting st- 
ride students. 

The National Drug Policy Board (an arm of the U.S. Justice Depart- 
ment) identified the "high-risk" population as children who, because 
of such life experiences as abuse or poverty, are likely to abuse drugs 
or alcohol. In its report, it idendfies 10 factors that increase a child's 

vulnerability to the lure of drugs: 

Having parents who use drags. 
Being the victim of physical, sexual, or psychclogical abuse. 



Dropping out of school.
Becoming regnant.
Being economically disadvantaged.
Cosmnittkg a violent or delinquent act.
Experiencing mental-health problems.
Attempting suicide.
Running away from home.
Being homekss.

The Missouri Department of Elementary and Secandar! Education
(1987) repotts reamirch that identifies !.6 *symptoms," c r indicators
of potential dropouts, the first 1 1 of which are reliable xedictors as
early as elementary school.

1. High absentee rate.
2. High truancy rate.
3. Low academic skills or aptitude, including

a) low vades,
b) weak reading skills,
c) low test scores and academic deficiencies, or
d) a history of failure/being held back in school.

4. Referrals for social work or psychological assistance.
5. Recurring discipline problems.
6. Rebellious attitude/inability to relate to authority.
7. A low-income family.
8. A poorly educated mother.
9. A fatherless home.

10. A parent or sibling who dropped out of school.
11. Low self-esteem.
12. Numerous family relocations.
13. Poor social adjustments or deviant sccial behavior.
14. Disengagement from school, including

a) apathy,
b) negative attitudes,

12
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c) limited participatios in eadracurricular activities, or
d) lack of identification with school.

15. High rate of alcoholism among parents.
16. Having a job, working more than half-time 7 tile ht high

school.

These lists of characteristics of at-risk students have much in com-
mon. Essentially, they are talking about youngsters who lack a sense
of identity, whr: lack a sense of connectedness, and who lack a sense
of personal por. Remedying these three lacks should be high on
the agenda of schools that are committed to helping at-risk students.

Another generalization that emeales from the ha' of characteris-
tics is the role parents play (or fati to play) in the at-risk behavior
of students. Schools cannot help troulozd students in isolation from
their parents. Family support programs are needed to enlist the in-
volvement of parents. Family support begins with the premise that
all families have strengths and that all families beeflt from support.
Further, as partners in the effort, parents are respected for their
contributions (Kagan 1989).

For schools to be successful with marginal students (or any stu-
dents, for that matter), the family must play an integral role in the
educational process. What the school does in a six- or seven-hour
day must be reinforced by the family for the remaining 17 or 18 hours.

Given the many forms of families the school works with today, the
process of bringing the family and school closer is no easy task; but
the rewards are many.

When parents are involved with their children's schools, the results
are:

A rise in student achievement scores.
An improvement in student attendance.
A reduction in the drorout rate.
An improvement in student motivation, self-esteem, and be-
havior.

13 13



4 Mom parent and community support of the school (Henderoon
1987).

Invevement of mrents is an mental component of an effecdve
progmn ke a-risk students. Parents mast undemad why their clild
is at risk. And if they do not have the skills to cope with or correct
the situation, then the school has a respomibility to asir the puma.

ICeeping ia mind the chmactesiatics of at-risk students and the Mt-
pomace of parental involvement, let us tum now to some program
models that been effective in working with at-risk students at Hanel-
wood Junior High School.

1 4
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The OK Club:
Tutoring the Child, Counseling the Emily

Lthe spring of 1984, the faculty at Hazelwood Junior High School
engaged in its F. NM evahvation of the previons year. One of the tena-
plaints that lurked was midge hock of study skills and thsk fail-
ure to complete assignments and turn them in. At the funky dimmed
this cluster of problems, they soon realized that they were talkies
about the same group of kids. These were the ones with low grades,
little self-esseem, poor organizationsl skills, no parental involvemeat
with the schools and little with their chikken. Today, we would cull
these students "at-risk." In the spring of 1984, the faculty didn't know
what to call them but did know that they needed help, and it was up
to them to do something. What to do?

The faculty's initial response was to establiah an after-school study
hall where the students could stay and do their homework. This seemed

like a good idea, because the school had a traditionsl mix-period day
with little time left for students to do homework during the school
day. Afte r much discussion, the faculty concluded that no one realty
believed that this would solve the problem. Few, if any, °Mese mar-
ginal learners would volumetily attend an &Ate-whoa study hall. And,
even if they did, they probably would not make good use of the time.

The faculty's second option was to provide tutorial sesskeis where
staff would tutor students iL ubjects in which they were having dif-
ficulty or failing. This ider was also rejected. A teacher could tutor

is 1 5
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a child ia one subject but could not do an effective job in &or, eve,
or six subjects. What to do?

Punher deliberations oy the frailty readied in pot* Iwo place
a program 'with a very boric premise: la order for Maticate maccad,
the school mast first teach study skills, develop *dims' salt-
diszne, sled provide maimed**. Sacred, die school MI kip PIN
enh to help their kids to become better stutters. Third, de school
must provide supervision of homewott and study skills if panels are
unwilling or unable to provide it.

The program's focus was on :aiproving stusiy skills, which weld
be useful in all subjects. Launched in thr fidl of 1945 vith a pset
from the Danforth Fouodation, the program, caned NoFAIL (Neces-
sary For All Individuals to Learn), attempted to !each madams how
to study, how to take diffeent types of tests in diffenet achissnic
areas, and how to menage time and other organizational skills. Stu-
dents identified by the staff were scheduled into after-school sessioss
two days a week. Half would come on Monday and Wednesday, the
other on Tuesday and Thursday. A gn. `. deal of flexibility was per-
mixed so students could still participate in after-school clubs and
sports.

Four excellent teachers were selected to work with the modems.
They used commercially prepared study-skflls programs as well ss
their own techniques. Some improvement occurted, but the pins sure
not as great as desired or what had been hoped for Students attessisd
the sessions and did the assignments, but their hearts and minds were
never really with the program. Another hour after school did not seem

to matter to them. In fact, they resented having to attend more school.
A well-intentioned program to help students was failing because it
met the needs of the teachers but not those of the students.

The following semeater the faculty started developing a program that
would replace NoFAIL the next fall. The first thing dui was done was
to change the name to the OK Club. The "OK" stands for "Opportu-
nity Knocks" or "Outstanding Kids," which have a more positive en

16
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A fib* is a 'yam. The vicious thmily meethertillinet mg%

that ROW the gam pale* er argethaike. aitheti Ithereans
with one menther ofthe hmily reperambeilhilintititillib'
bees. Therefore, if schools we to halp ski* asskiivdes Calhot
lindt their efforts *the Oxfam Mem bat art theinlefectnith
timely. In short, the Medea won't change Wen the hes* aim
chairs.

The school msde it a requirement that if stodeats were ilD be admit-

ted to the OK Club, their parents had to Weed the mundega. The
students rere frequently reminded to urge thekpatentste attemf,
vitations wen seen, piton calls Mak aid tefrailumnis ewe prodded
at every meeting. It worked. Parents came, enjoyed the meeting, mid
came back monthly. Why?

In the past parents had complained that the school was able to de-
fme their children's problems but failed to offer specific ways par-
ents could help solve the problems. To theme paresis the OK Chsb
was a solution, and they wanted to do their part. One perms said,
'It sure makes me feel better knowing I'm not lions in my moans
about my child's progress." Thus the OK Club parent meedap
came a support group for those who previously hod been frustrated
by their inability to help their children succeed in school and who
thought they were the only ones having these problems.

One measure of the program's success was the meets' willingness
to attend evades seldom on parenting skills, where they learned about
reasons for misbehavior, encouragement skills, 021111110111Plii011, and

reflective listening techniques. In these sessions parents also learned
to deal witf. the guilt they experience when they have a child who
clearly is capable but is not achieving at an acceptable level. Once
they were able to deal with the guilt, they felt more confident in help*
their child assume responsthility for his or ber education.

Typically there are six or seven monthly parent meetings. Topics
covered ieclude: Introduction to the OK Club, Homework, Under-
standing Your Teensgers, Family Interaction, Communication Skflls,

18
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domes. Also, tacker eyebath:es ma attedsid grades IfferelialtbD
mesas the effectiveneu of the program.

Farad Evalvstiem

When asked their general impression of the OK Clab, 3118 meets
resposded favorably, 28 unfavorably. Some typical Mord* oats-
ments were:

"I think that it hes helped my daughser, md it also has helped her
punts.*

"My child is more aware of studying asd clang homework"
"It makes me feel that the school really watt my child io do mai*
"A positive effort to help children improve in their schoolwork."
"I think it is a fantastic program."
"It fosten a positive relationship between home and school."
"It was good to know diet other kids and pareats also have

problems."

When asked what their child's impression of the OK Oub was, 208
parents responded positively with such statements as:

"Once he stopped thinking of it as punishment, I believe he en-
joyed being a part of this group. He now knows he is not the
only one with this problem."

"He felt it was a punishment at first, then liked it, then felt it a
punishment again the last 2 weeks. However, he did admit it
helped him."

"At first he saw it as a punishment, but gradually seemed to feel
good that he could get his work completed and have Pane posi-
tive help. It was a logical consequence that seemed to work."

19 1 SI
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When salmi *tweet the program was bewsficial flat ths nithido

70% tithe permits said °Yak" 10% Wel "Nam Same at** lbrata.
ble comments were:

"'Yes, I think it has taught maid better lady Imbis.'llelamtbe
walla OK Club, I bad so he* dm gat *mad cm his low
work. Now he can do a rood part of it with no assislasne."

"Yeas I jut hope it's a lasting one."
"Yee, several small, but metal* noticeable, changes."
"Yes, and I have learned h3w to help my child also.*
"Yes, more efficient use of time. He has a plan of attack fa his

homework."
"Yes, he seems to be striving harder as far as his study and work

habits."

Some negative responses were:

"Sbe viewed it as punishment."
"He hated it."
"His grades didn't get any better, and he didn't like it."

Also, 280 of the parents reported that the monthly parent meetings
were most helpful. Some typical comments were:

"The suggestions on parenting were great."
"The meetings helped me understand why he does sane of the

things be does and effective ways to deal with them."
"Yes. I face events with him more calmly."
"Very helpful. I have tried to lighten up' at home."
"Yes. It was motivating and very encouraging. I wish my husband

was here to hear about it too."
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purest meetings.

The embus repotted that students Weft not losing as nuei pipers
and were showing mote concern ter convict* thek hemostat. They
also agreed the providing an environment conducive to wady is, a
key to success for many of these studats, since perms do not al-
ways monitor the quality of their children's homework or provide the
structure this program offen.

- Aqi

Student Evalustion

. The OK Club year iidivided into five sequences of approximately
equal length. If enrollment in just one sequence is not long enougA
to achieve desired results, many students and their parents elect to
continue in the program for additional sequences. This group ofstu-
dents showed the greatest overall improvement. Although it is diffi-
cult to directly assess gains in self-concept, organizational skills, and
accepting responsibility, these qualities are reflected indirectly in the
grades OK Club studenis m-ceived in the four basic academic areas
of math, English, social studies, and science.

21
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Quest for Success Skills Program

Each October it had been policy at Haze roust Junior H* School
for the faculty to identify in-coming seventh-gado' who wore hiv-
ing difficulty adjusting behaviorally and academkally. It was good
that they were being identified, bit unfortunate that it did not occur
cull October. Consequently, the principal proposed a progmin Set
these at-risk students, which would take place before school opined
in the fall, thus avoiding loss of educational time once regubw dames

began.
The first question posed was: °How do you identify students who

need a transition program between the sixth grade and junier high
school when you don't know the studentsr Fortuna*, the junior
high had long had excellent rappott with the eight laeder schools in
its attendance area. These elementary schools had a good track rec-
ord for recommending students for remedial math and reading pna-
grams, gifted programs, etc., so their judgment was to be trusted when
it came to recommending students for the transition program.

In April, the eight elementary principals, the school counselors,
and the sixth-grade teachers were asked to identify any sixth-grader
who in their judgment would have difficulty making the transition
from the elementary school to junior high school. Thase students did
not necessarily fit the usual characteristics of at-risk students, but they
were correctly identified as being students who might have difficulty
moving from a self-containad classroom to a six-period day, depart-

23 12 3



asmisibedjusior high school. Some were recammatied hums dm
watujust not ready for jailor high in some social devalopmet mow
although they weft doing fine &cadmic:ally. Some once ichmtified
because they had:

been retitled at least once,
hod poor hoes eavirtionents,
were children of alcoholic parents,
showed evidence ot poor peer relatioaships,
were introvened,
were troublemakers,
were slow learners,
had rebellious &Rhodes.

The students and their parents were contacted by the junior high
and invited so participate in this transition program; 48 modems sad
their porents accepted.

The faculty awned that the Quest for Success Soils Program would
focus on self-esteem, bwause research suggests that poor self-esteem
ia correlated with failure to learn in school. Tim, wonted the 48 stu-
dents to see school as a place that cares. They wanted to foster atti-
tudes that lead students to assume responsibility for their bebavior
and their learning. Much of success results from positive attitudes.
If these incoming seventh-graders were to be successful, the faculty
knew they had to develop attitudes that would make these students
like school; iLt they first had to like themselves. This was where the
program wcodd begin.

As planning for the program was under way, four teachers rexived
training in the Quest, a motivational program for adolescents spon-
sored by the Lion's Club. This training came to serve as the frame-
work oh which the Quest for Success Skills Program would be built.
The raft' met once in June and twice in July and planned activities
for the first two days as well as one pArent meeting for the 48 MI-
dais. They postponed further planning until they had met the stu-

2 4



dads ad could Iwo sheet their sesds asthma is theallio te
Aupst,shs pogrom bops with six dedicared subset thisplatipi,
and 48 andints.

Ms pep= 1hr the smokes tessiod of 10 drys etsdivition, Sev-
en days hod two-hour ressions, two Were ag.day 9814101114 d Mb
day was a field trip designed to enhance stedents' pride is **cow
munity.

The first day the students received an overview of de promos&
emptied in set-setpuissed exercises, sled became famdlint wish 1he

school and the program staff. The same procedure waa *Bowed in
the evening meeting with patents.

One component of the first aession was a panel that included the
president of the Board of Education who had three chilthen and was
a grandmother, a parent who had students in the school, a former
student who was the high school football star, a young lady who was
active 5.11 school politics, and a former student who bad been a drop-

out anti had gotten his act together.
The students were invited to ask the panel any questions about whet

it took to be successibl in school. It was a very enlightening session
for both the panel members and the students. It also provided an op-
portunity for the staff to gain some insight into the students by ob-
serving their behavior. They were especially alert for those who
withdrew,, those who avoided eye contact, these who were upset by
the questions and answers, and those who did not take pan but acted
out to get attention.

The second session dealt with the social, psychological, and physical
changes in adolescence. The students met in large and smell discus-
sion groups. The discussions were frank and open, and students were
encouraged to share their discussions with their parents. Tbe staff
made a concerted effort to open parent/student communications.

The membership of the small groups was changed every day so
that students would have a chance to interact with everyone in the
program. This was very important in that, when school started, they

25 25
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on that most parents were not aware tithe thmeneloss physiological
and emotion' cheeses their children ware gobs through during time
early adolescent years. As they shwed information and disarmed their
problems, the meats were able to fenction as a sweet grow. Also,
the parents' involvement communkieed to the staihmle that their pr.
ems were interested and concerned that they be suceeedul an *dor

Nth.

Evaluation of the Quest foe S. teas Silk Program

In evaluating the Quest program, the staff decided to we as a con-
trol group those students who bed been recommended for *he pro-
gram but who chose not to participate. The assenction was tnat the
"no-shows" were aa much al risk as those who did attend. There is
no objective way to determine degrees of at-riskneas, so it cannot be
stated with certainty that the Quest end control groups were compare-
ble in all respects. Nevertheless, it seemed reasonable to make com-
parisons of the two groups as one form of evaluation. Following are
some comparative data.

During the first month of school only 16% of the Quest participarts
had received any type of disciplinary referral compared to 82% of
the cotrcrol group. During the same month, 44% of Quest students
received a rJor work notice compared to 77% of the control group.
During the first grading period, only 37 of the Quest students
received at least one failing grade compared to 76% of the cortrol
group. These data suggest that over a short term the Quest progtam
made a difference in the better performance of the Quest students com-

pared to the control group. Longer-term comparisons would be neces-
sary to substantiate this conclusion.
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The I-CANN Program

The I-CANN Program (Individualized Count Alternative, Now or
Never) was desagned for the student who "falls through the cracks."
These students are of average intelligence but still fail or barely pass.
They drive their teachers to distraction at every tura, but they are
often likeable and friendly. . They just cannot seem to cope in acme
subjects; in othen they do quite well. They do, however, constitute
another at-risk group.

There is no easy explanation for these students' disruptive behavior
and lack of achievement. When asked why they behave as they do,
they say they don't know; or they shrug it off with such excuses as,
"I don't like the teacher," "I don't like the subject," "I don't have any
friends in there." Dealing with these youngsters is exasperating. They
bring a variety of problems to school, and the school creates more
problems for them. These problems must be dealt with before learn-
ing can take place.

I-CANN is a form of "time-out" program in which the students are
removed from the regular classroom and placed in a smaller :group
setting with the l of helping them get their act together. Students
view I-CANN as their program, a place where they can let their hair
down and discuss their %shed problems. Thus, counseling becomes
an important component of the program, perhaps more importers than

the academic content.
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ha I-CANN students hone a close working Madam** with as adtdt.
Students engage in bands-on cooperative activities, with eich caw
nibuting his or ha skills to accomplish the task. All I-CANN closes
have an academic focus developed around a seems et memingibl
projects. The small class size, the relaxed cnnosphere, ard tree*
kids as worthy and capable of making a contribution created a cli-
mate that allowed them to learn skill. and maim as well a grow
in stature in their own eye% and those of their peers.

I-CANN Projects

Following are brief descriptions of some of the hands-on projects
carried out in I-CANN classes.

Who Am I is an introductory I-CANN project devoted to under-
standicj self and others. The students umunacted individual colleges
using magazine clippings, newspaper articlea, =loons, and Ohm
visuals that represented their Liles, dislikes, nucleate, and attitades.
After completing the collage, the students wrote a paper sunmsriz-
ing their work and presented an interpretation of their collage, which
was videotaped. The students enjoyed this project, which took about
five days. It allowed the uudent to become familiar with eack other,
and the teachers were able to learn much more about each student.

I-CANN Co., Inc. was the longest project undertaken. It involved
establishing a fictitious company to be run by the students. Each I-
CANN class had the option of working independently or forming a
"merger" with another clam, (Most classes chose to work indepen-
dently because they would not have to divide their "capital gains*
among a larger group.) This project involved many kinds of decision
making as each class decided what product its company would
manufacture, what materials would be needed, what they would cost,
how the product would be produced, and how it would be sold.

Each student had to prepare I personal resume, secure references,
and be interviewed for different jobs within the company. Some of
the jobs available included bookkeeper, public relations director,
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*Op 1101411111111, seid selespenon. Mkt the jobs were Mind maltriels
ewe miliseed, probation began. litemiples recreants nemethelared

were: West herblike, wood candle holders, rodt-amkoll calen-
dars, memory books, a tie-dye service, sod bakery goods.

This project allowed stinients to kern mew tangy mikkg deci-
sions cooperatively, worldng tardier as a temn, how to get a job,
and how a business %eases k order to slake a profit. Bet poops
the most important lesson lamed was bow the attitudes and work
habit' they demonstrated now could affect disk Mats pmpects
a job or career. For example, when the modem discured the impor-

tance of having good references, several were (Bernard to find that

there wasn't anyone who would give them a good reference! Out of

that discussion came the realization that what they did now will cer-

tainly affect their future.

Crystal Ball is an English project thst grew out of a song with the

same title. The song became the theme for the project. The project

began with a dismission on the impsct of technology and how quick-

ly technology has advanced within the past 10 years. This was fol-

lo ed with a discussion of what our world might be like 15 years
from now. This forecasting exercise generated NOM great discussions.

The students then wrote a paper depicting how they might fit into

the world 15 yews from ww. They were told to write in the present

tense starting with the sentence: It is the year 2005, and I am
years old." Students were asked to consider what kind of

job they might have, bow they might go shout getting that job, whet

kind of education or training they would need, will they have a fami-

ly, where will they live, what will transportation be like, whet the
world situation might be like, and what kind of new technologies will

be in use. The students had to pick an occupation or profession they

were tndy interested in pursuing. Along with the paper, the students

could either make a poster depicting the future or make a model of
one of the new technologies they had written about.
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The Outsiders is an English and drams project involving the adep-
tatioa of the popular yams adult novel, The &seders by LE. Hin-
ton, into a play. Each class partizipaled is the adaptation. Wheal one
class would leave off, the next would pick up tmtil the play was com-
pleted. Stuckarts that rehearsed dm play, made all the props, and
ntcorded the perform:ace on videotape.

This was an interesting Foject for rtft involved. The story itself
had some good lessons about social dast difference* (as issue some
students could relate to persceally) and about making the right deli-
sions. They learned about how a play is construcled, about writing
dialogue, and about character developpat. And writing the play
provided meminghl practice in .'ae use of many basic language skills.
But most important was the opportunity for the students to work to-
gether on a creative project.

The Surveys and Graphs project involved students in conducting
opinion surveys and presenting the results in graph form. This proj-
ect began with the students spending a week in the computer lab learn-
ing how to use computers to make bar, pie, and pictograph graphs.
Students then selected survey topics that were important to than and
interviewed teachers and students to get their opinions. Some of the
survey topics were: Should boys wear earrings? Should teachers al-
low students to chew gum in class? and Is depletion of the ozone lay-
er a matter for concern?

This project provided practice in computing percentages, present
ing statistical information in a meaningful way, and committing
graphs. Students also learned different ways of collecting and inter-
preting statistical information. In conducting their surveys, students
learned some important social skills, such as how to politely approach
people to be interviewed and to thank them for their time.

Let's Fly a Kite was a fun activity involving making homanade
kites. Students displayed considerable imagination in designing their
own kites and learned how air currents affected the design of their
kites. 32
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Poppet Pone was a project involving the use off puppets is a sub-

Woo Anse Ptowntko poirmn dmigned for dam/so school c
drat. Snidest& =sanded the pippet mega, mheamed dm script idler
school, sod then west "as the road* with their puppet show to tbe

local elementary schools.
In addition to many liands-on projects, the I-CANN classes peri-

odically bed oumide speakers, who teLizd os motivations' topics raer

ing from how to succeed in school and life to the cosmquences of

dropping out of school.

The I-CANN Parent Component

Previous contact with the school for most parents of I-CANN stu-
dents was usually of a negative nature. Such contacts typically were

receiving failing notices from teachers or being called to school be-
cause of a discipline infraction by their child. Therefore, ow of tbe
I-CANN staff's first objectives was to overcome parents' negative at-

titudes and distrust of the school.
The counselor met with the parents of each student recommended

for I-CANN and carefully outlined the program, the studenes role,
the school's role, and the parent's role. For many parents this was
the first time they had been treated as an equal partner with the school

in their child's education. The basic mesasge communicated to par-

ents was that they had an important role to play in their child's suc-
cess. Not a single parent refused the school's invitation to participate

as a full partner in the program.
Following the individual conferences, I-CANN parents were in-

vited to a group meeting. Formal invitations were tent, food was
served, and every parent was treated as a V.I.P. The session was
designed to build rapport between perents, school, and students. The

school's efforts to make the meeting a positive and supportive ses-
sion paid off, with 100% of tbe parents attending. An unplanned out-

come of the meeting was the fonnation of prat support groups. Also,

some new friendships were established. ".
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The Student Assistance Connie

The meny problems dist at-tisk students Wag se school are lao com-

plex ke one person to solve. Thenkre, the Stadia Assisimue Com&
was crested to brieg the combined judgment end expertise of several
staff members to bear on a etudenes problems. Rather duo hiving
to respond to a series of swill crises on a case-by-cue basis, the
recommendations of she Student Assistance Council povide a coor-
dinated and conduce approach for dealing with a mident's problems.
The council meets during the school day. Members are released from

their regular dudes to attend.
Membenhip of the Student Assistance Council casuists of the coun-.

selor for at-risk students, department chsin, a special education in-
structor, a school counselor, the nurse, the principal, and a deputy
juvenile officer. Others may be invited to participate in the councirs
denerationsdif necessary fir a particular student. These mien in-
clude a drug counselor, a classroom teacher who has a positive rela-
tionship with the student, or staff from community service agencies
that may be working with the student or the family.

When a referral is made to the Student Auistsuce Council, it oc-
cur= as much information about the student as possible. AD of the
school records an avast* to the council, including anecclotal records
of counselors and administrators. In addition, each of the student's
teachers completes an information request form. The form asks fr.1
academic performance, attendance, clusroom and school behavior,
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Conchnion

There is no single answer to solving the problems of matginal and
at-risk students. There is no model program dot schools mn purcilse
and put into place. What we do know is that any successfid program
must start with an attitude of caring. This caring attitude must be
reflected by the total school staff toward every student and his or bet
family.

Bringing the family and school closer together is a difficuk task,
but the rewards are worth the effort. Every family must feel that the
school is a source of support when problems seise. The school can
not solve every family problem, but it can be a stabilizing force in
the lives of children. The challenge of public education in a democratic
society is to help all children of ail families succeed in school and life.

The programs described in this fastback are what one school has
done to serve marginal and at-risk students. They are not offered as
final solutions, but they do include components that the author feels
are worthy of consideration by educators committed to serving at-
risk youngsters.
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